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ABSTRACT 

The extended-interaction klystron (EIK) is a very promising compact vacuum electronic device for generating kilowatts 

of power at millimeter-wave frequencies. In this paper, systematically the design of a W-band sheet beam EIK was 

performed using eigen-mode solver, transient solver, and particle-in-cell (PIC) solver of CST MWS. Initially, a five-gap 

single cavity was designed for fundamental 2π-mode operation at 94 GHz using eigen-mode analysis. Thereafter 

transient analysis has been performed to find out whether there is any problem with respect to mode competition since 

sheet beam EIK device is prone for mode-competition and oscillation. It was found that the return-loss of five gap 

single cavity with input and output couplers was -28 dB. Later, 3-D PIC simulations were carried-out for a three-cavity 

EIK structure at 19.5 kV and 3 A. A saturated output power of 10.5 kW has been achieved at 94 GHz with a gain of 30 

dB, an electronic efficient of 18%, and a 3-dB bandwidth of 0.7 GHz. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The gain and bandwidth of any klystron amplifier are basically decided by the characteristic impedance of the cavities. 

The characteristic impedance of a cavity is determined by the ratio of the shunt impedance ‘Rsh’ to the quality-factor 

‘Qtotal’ value. In conventional klystrons, this ‘Rsh/ Qtotal’ value is reduced by narrow RF gaps between re-entrant cavities. 

Hence, Chodorow et al. [1] has reported the concept of using cylindrical beam extended interaction klystron 

incorporating multiple RF-gaps in the single cavity for obtaining comparably higher ‘Rsh/ Qtotal’ value, that provides 

higher gain and/or bandwidth.  Sheet beam and multi-beam EIK devices give better interaction impedance as compared 

to the cylindrical beam circuit, hence one can get higher power at the same beam voltage [2, 3]. Nguyen et al. [2] has 

reported the design concept of a millimeter-wave sheet beam extended-interaction klystron (SBEIK).  The SBEIK is 

promising at upper-end millimeter wave (75 GHz to 300 GHz) technology because of its high output power and high 

gain at low operating voltage. 94 GHz frequency is chosen because at this window frequency atmospheric attenuation is 

comparatively lower [4], and kilowatts of power are required for many applications like long-range object tracking and 

high data rate communication [5, 6]. At W-band and higher frequencies, multi-gap EIKs are the preferable choice as they 

give higher power handling capacity with less complex design and suitable for microfabrication/ micromachining 

techniques. Pasour et al. [7] have reported a state-of-the-art design and experimental results of a W-band SBEIK deliver a 

peak power of 7.5 kV, a gain ~ 28 dB, and a 3-dB bandwidth around 200 MHz The benefit of SBEIK is that it offers a 

combined advantage in terms of output power, bandwidth, gain and efficiency within a shorter length interaction circuit 

length. However, such sheet beam EIK also have serious problems with mode competition due to closely spaced modes 

[8].  

In this paper, the practical design of a W-band multi-gap sheet beam EIK amplifier and the method to overcome mode-

competition and unwanted oscillation are presented. In section 2, the electrical design of the multi-gap single cavity is 

presented. Section 3 presents the estimation of SBEIK device RF properties, like output power, gain, bandwidth, and 

electronic efficiency using particle-in-cell simulations. Section 4 gives the conclusion. 
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DESIGN OF EIK CAVITY 

The cross-sectional view of a W-band three-cavity extended interaction klystron (EIK) is shown in Figure 1. It consists 

of a high energy sheet electron beam that passes through the rectangular beam-tunnel, multi-gap three cavity circuit for 

the interaction of coherent RF-field with sheet beam, input coupler for injecting the RF-signal, output coupler for 

extracting the amplified signal, and an intermediate cavity terminated with the load.  

The preliminary design specification is shown in Table 1. 

 
Fig. 1 Schematic of the three-cavity sheet beam EIK 

Table -1 Design specifications of the W-band sheet beam EIK 

Center frequency f0 (GHz) 94 

Beam voltage Vb (kV) 19.5 

Beam current  Ib (A) 3 

3-dB Instantaneous bandwidth (GHz) 0.7 

Minimum output power Pout (kW) 10 

Minimum saturated gain, G (dB) 28 

Minimum electronic efficiency  16 
 

Design Parameters 

The schematic of the simulation vacuum model of a five-gap cavity is shown in Figure 2(a-c), and table 1 contains its 

normalized design dimensions.  Here, ‘L’ is the cavity length, ‘W’ is the cavity width, and ‘H’ is the cavity height. A 

five-gap cavity is chosen due to the strong coupling between top and bottom cavities. Initially, the SBEIK cavity 

parameters were synthesized using an analytical approach. The design is made such that the cut-off frequency is away 

from the operating frequency by a factor of 1.6. The cavity cut-off frequency is decided by the cavity height. The cross-

section of the rectangular sheet beam tunnel is ‘TW x TH’. Since the beam-tunnel area is chosen by considering a sheet 

beam filling factor of ~ 60 %, ‘TH’ value is dependent on sheet beam height. The sheet beam height to width ratio is 

chosen as 1:12 by considering the E×B velocity shear effect [9].  Here, the beam height value is almost λ/10. 

The distance between the intermediate gaps was decided based on the beam velocity and the phase-shift for obtaining the 

maximum output power. The pitch ‘p’ is determined by the phase relation βep < nπ, where βe=2π/λe. Here, ‘βe’ is the 

electron beam phase-constant, ‘n’ is the mode-number, and ‘λe’ is the beam-wavelength. Relativistic equation γm0c
2
 = m0c

2
 

+ eV is implemented for estimating the beam velocity. Here, ‘V’ is beam voltage, and ‘γ’ is the relativistic-factor.  

 

 
Fig. 2 Simulated vacuum model of five-gap SBEIK cavity: (a) 3D view, (b) top view, and (c) front view. 
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Table -1 Design parameters of SBEIK cavity 

Normalized 

parameter 

TW TH BW BH p d g H h 

(mm) 1.41 0.13 1.25 0.08 0.2 0.06 0.16 0.8 0.55 

 

Eigenmode and Impedance Characteristics 

The single cavity incorporated with five-gap is optimized using the ‘eigenmode solver’ of CST MWS -studio [10]. The 

eigenmode analysis is carried out by applying proper boundary conditions for calculating the electric field component along 

the beam propagation direction. The E-field plot shows that the desired operating 2π-mode falls at 94 GHz [Figure 3(a)].  

Figure 3(b) shows the axial electric field plot along A-A’ and B-B’ axis. The five peaks seen in figure corresponds to the 

electric field intensity at the five-gaps of the cavity providing an efficient beam-wave interaction. 

 
Fig. 3 Eigenmode simulation of the for five-gap cavity: (a) 2π-mode at 94 GHz, and (b) axial Ez-field distribution for the 

same mode 

While carrying at the cavity design, the gap design is very critical. It should be large enough to withstand voltage 

breakdown, but small enough to improve the coupling there by increasing efficiency. A rough thumb rule is that the 

maximum electric field on the walls of the cavity should not be more than about 300 kV/cm at the operating frequency. 

Since, the beam voltage (19.5 kV) is distributed in a five-gap cavity, each gap should withstand a voltage of ~ 4 kV. The 

computed electric field intensity 58.73 kV/cm is in the safe range, as the cavity length is of ~ 3.32 mm. 

The characteristic impedance of a cavity is given by  
2

/ 2sh total z sR Q E dz W



  , where ‘ω’ and ‘Ws’ are the 

angular frequency and stored energy, respectively. Table 2 shows the simulated characteristic impedance values for 2π-

mode and adjacent modes. The EIK cavity operated at 94 GHz for the TM11 mode gives an impedance value of 89.8 Ω. 

The higher ‘Rsh/Qtotal’ value of the cavity leads to high gain and/or bandwidth of the EIK. 

 

Table -2 Simulated eigenmodes at 2π mode and adjacent modes for EIK Cavity 

Frequency (GHz) Qtotal Rsh/Qtotal (Ω) 

94 GHz (TM11) 803 89.8 

97 GHz (TM21) 835 7.9 x 10
-17

 

99 GHz (TM31) 906 1.19  10
-17

 

 

Return-Loss Analysis  

The return-loss of the cavity is improved by optimizing the coupler design using the ‘transient solver’ of CST-MWS 

[10]. The Figure 4(a) shows the simulation model which consists of the five-gap cavity with input coupler. The effective 

conductivity of 2.25 x 10
7
 s/m for oxygen-free high thermal conductivity (OFHC) copper is assigned as cavity material in 

the simulation model [11].  The return-loss value is observed to be better than -26 dB at the desired resonant frequency of 

94 GHz [Figure 4(a)]. The three resonance peaks at 94 GHz, 97.8 GHz, and 99 GHz correspond to the TM11, TM21, and 

TM31 mode, respectively [Figure 4(b)].  

Mode competition is one of a serious problem faced by a sheet beam EIK, but this can be overcome by a proper designing 

of the cavity. Figure 4 (a) illustrates the next higher order mode resonance (TM21) was observed almost of 3.7 GHz far 

from the fundamental mode resonance (TM11). Hence, with considering the maximum ~ 1 GHz bandwidth of EIK, this 

cavity design is completely safe from the mode-competition. 
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Fig. 4 (a) Simulated return-loss values for SBEIK cavity, and (b) electric-field pattern for the TM11, TM21, and TM31 

modes at specific frequencies. 

 

PARTICLE-IN-CELL SIMULATIONS FOR THREE CAVITY EIK 

The non-linear interaction between the bunched electron beam and RF-wave in the multi-gap cavities has been examined 

by CST particle-in-cell (PIC) 3-D simulation code [10]. The three cavity simulation model is chosen for obtaining the 

device output power, saturated gain, and bandwidth [Figure 5(a)]. Here, the first cavity works as ‘Buncher cavity’ and the 

third cavity works as ‘Catcher cavity’. The intermediate cavity is terminated with the proper load of SiC (ε r = 10 and tanδ 

= 0.3, at 10 GHz) to avoid for generating oscillation [12]. In the simulation, at 19.5 kV and 3 A, a sheet beam with a 

cross-section of 4 mm x 0.25 mm is launched in a rectangular beam-tunnel of 4.5 mm x 0.4 mm and a uniform magnetic 

field of 8 kG is applied for transporting the beam through the rectangular beam-tunnel [13]. Figure 5(a) shows the 

simulated result of the sheet electron beam bunching profile. Figure 5(b) shows the input signal ‘i1’ and output signal 

‘o3’ as a function of the simulation time at WR10 port 1 and WR10 Port 3, respectively. At 94 GHz, the drive signal of 

3.16 V gets amplified to 103 V, corresponding an output power (=voltage amplitude
2
) of almost 10.6 kW, a gain of 30 

dB, and an electronic efficiency of ~ 18 %.  

 

 
Fig. 5 PIC simulation of a three-cavity SBEIK: (a) snapshot of bunched sheet beam electron beam, (b) generated ‘o1’ and 

‘o3’ electric field signals for injected signal ‘i1’ at 94 GHz, (c) snapshot of the normalized electron momentum plot @ 19 

ns, and (d) FT magnitude vs. frequency plot at 19.5 kV and 3A 

Figure 5(c) shows the beam velocity modulation along the axial distance at 19 ns for a total circuit length of ~ 14 mm. It 

clearly illustrates that most of the electrons are in the decelerated state in the second and third cavities. Figure 5(d) shows 

the gain growth of around 30 dB at 93.6 GHz. The magnitude of the received signal at port 1 ‘o1’ is almost 40 dB less 
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than the magnitude of the received forward signal at port 3 ‘o3’. The figure demonstrates that the simulated three-cavity 

SBEIK structure is free from oscillation and mode-competition.  

Figure 6(a) illustrates the output power and saturated gain curves as a function of drive input power at beam voltage of 

19.5 kV and the frequency of 94 GHz. The EIK can be produced a maximum output power of 70.25 dBm for input power 

of 40 dBm. It also demonstrates that output power drive linearly increases with respect to input power. The numerical 

analyses confirm an instantaneous 3-dB bandwidth of almost 0.7 GHz for the SBEIK [Figure 6(b)]. 

 
Fig. 6 Numerical analyses for three-cavity SBEIK: (a) Output power and gain vs. input power, and (b) Gain vs. frequency 

for fixed input power at 10 W 

 

CONCLUSION 

The characteristics of the three-cavity circuit have been analysed for a W-band high power sheet beam EIK. The five gap 

single cavity design at fundamental resonant 2π-mode provides a uniform electric-field distribution and a characteristic 

impedance of 89.8 Ω at 94 GHz. The transient-analysis has confirmed that this cavity design is safe from mode-

competition. The PIC simulations for three cavities EIK structure at 19.5 kV and 3 A demonstrate that it can stably 

produce an output power of 10.6 kW, a gain of 30 dB, an efficiency of ~ 18%, and 3-dB minimum bandwidth of 0.7 

GHz. The results prove that the device has potential to generate the kilowatts of power at lower voltage and compact 

interaction circuit, which fulfilling the device need at W-band for long-range tracking and high-data-rate communication 

applications. 
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